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Efficiently Manage and Use Large Amounts
of Data
ARTEC IT Solutions and Distributors Draw Positive
Conclusions About CeBIT / »BIG DATA« Solutions
Impress Visitors
Karben, Germany – March 25, 2013 – ARTEC IT Solutions AG, a leading
supplier of solutions for digital information management and archiving,
exhibited its solutions in collaboration with partners at CeBIT 2013. The
exhibition area, which measured around 200 square meters, was located
in Hall 2.
Managing Director Jerry J. Artishdad drew a positive conclusion at the end
of the trade fair:
„We look back on what was a very successful event for us. We were
able to maintain existing contacts and also won many prospective customers. Numerous new project registrations have already been filed. This
year, visitors put a lot of focus on big data; especially in connection with
unstructured data. This is something that is currently also dominating
IT news. We think that conventional approaches, like the use of Hadoop
servers or standard ERP software, whose support for business analytics
can usually only process structured data, are dated and no longer suitable
for today‘s environments. Some competitors simply purchased existing
solutions, but we built VSTOR® from the ground up. The result is a convincing solution offering the best way to use and manage large amounts of
unstructured data.“
VSTOR® is ARTEC‘s latest development. The solution‘s main features were
first introduced at CeBIT 2012. It complements the well-known EMA®
archiving solution. Together, these two solutions provide safe and efficient
storage, use, and management of data in companies and organizations of
all sizes and industries.
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About ARTEC IT Solutions
ARTEC IT Solutions AG is the leading vendor for digital information management,
with products and solutions based around »BIG DATA«, a patented federated search
engine for local and global environments, data security, business intelligence, and
archiving.
The company’s products provide secure, legally compliant, and economical storage,
search, and restore capabilities for business information, such as e-mail messages, printed documents, files, or voice and phone conversations in organizations.
Founded in 1995, the company has been developing specialized software and integrated appliance solutions that optimize business operations, and ensure they can
be carried out without interruption.
The cornerstones of ARTEC’s solutions are maximum security, easy implementation
and management in organizations, and an attractive price-performance ratio. Key
solutions include the VSTOR®product line, eDiscovery, a federated search engine for
local and global environments, data recovery, data analytics, and the EMA®
Enterprise Managed Archive®product line.
ARTEC is headquartered in Germany, and has branch offices in the United States
and Asia. As a manufacturer of modern and high-quality software solutions,
ARTEC collaborates with a worldwide network of technology and business partners.
For more information, visit http://www.artec-it.com
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